SUPPLYING THE SKIES WORLDWIDE

Some of our
Global Customers
Introduction
ADS is a Global leader in Aviation product
supply, providing essential spares across all
aspects of the Aviation Industry, supplying
Airforces, Airlines and major organisations that
all demand one crucial factor - guaranteed
products, with guaranteed, on time delivery.
We also provide our global customers
with many solutions across all repairs and
engineering solutions for product enhancement,
obsolescence, re-engineering and life
extensions.
Today we support the Global Aviation Industry
with a diverse range of Spare Parts across all of
the following key areas of product supply...

Military ... supply & support

Equipment ... life support & safety

Civil Aviation ... supporting you worldwide

Consumables ... nuts & bolts of the industry

Defence ... where supply is critical & specific

Maintenance ... repair and overhaul (MRO)

Ground Support ... when and where you need it

Global Database ... visit our fast, extensive, online service
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UK Royal Air Force (MoD)
US Navy
Indian Air Force
Indian Navy
Hindustan Aeronautics Ltd (HAL)
UAE Armed Forces
Finnish Air Force
Spanish Air Force
Indonesian Aerospace
Royal Malaysian Air Force
Royal Thai Air Force
AMMROC
Global Aerospace Logistics (GAL)
Vertex Aerospace
Fluzeug-Union Sud GMBH
Airbus Defence & Space GMBH
Collins Aerospace
Piaggio Aerospace

ADS provides a leading commercially competitive
service for our growing list of Global customers.
ADS stocks and distributes on behalf of many of
the industry’s leading manufacturers... allowing
us to pass on very competitive commercial
terms which include parts that are exclusively
sold through ADS. Couple this with our in depth
export handling knowledge and experience in
supplying all types of products and spare parts
to global customers... only made possible by
managing the complexities of international
export controls to make sure your deliveries are
safe and, most importantly, on time.

Company Profile
Aviation & Defence Spares Ltd (ADS) was
originally formed in 1990.
The ADS Corporate Head Office is located in the
U.K. and operates a liaison office in Delhi, India
which is registered with the Reserve Bank of
India(RBI) and a US registered office in Delaware
servicing US DoD programs.

All of the above ensures that each customer
receives... a QUALITY assured GLOBAL service, as
per our AS9120/revB 2016 standard.

Corporate Headquarters & Warehouse Facilities
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- Honeywell Channel Partner
ADS has been an official Channel Partner
distributor for Honeywell Aerospace since
2013 and in 2019 ADS was down selected
as the Honeywell Aerospace Exclusive
distributor for all Yeovil Mechanical parts
and Air Thermal systems.

These include parts such as life support
systems for example Oxygen Regulators,
Anti G valves, through to Hydraulic systems
for doors and under carriages.

ADS stocks a number of parts with annual
forecasts supplied by customers and we continue
to build a stocking inventory of Honeywell military
parts which are based upon these commonly
seen parts. This will assist with ADS contracted
financial commitments with Honeywell and reduce
manufacturing lead times for customers, whilst
still offering competitive prices and an improved
customer service.

- Collins Aerospace Distributor
ADS stocks a number of Collins parts against demand
supplied by customers. ADS exclusively supplies Collins
parts to Hindustan Aeronautics Ltd (HAL) in support of the
Maintenance, Repair & Overhaul (MRO) of the Cheetah/
Chetak helicopter fleet (based upon the Lama)

The types of aircraft which are supported are:





Cheetah/Chetak Helicopters (India)
Advanced Light Helicopter (India)
Light Utility Helicopter (India)
AS350/AS355/AS332/AS565

ADS also supplies Raytheon (formally Collins)
Aerospace with Honeywell Mechanical and
Air Thermal based parts in support of their
manufacturing programs SAAB/TEMPEST.

- OEM Partners
ADS is the worldwide exclusive distributor for
Ontic, Legacy Rolls Royce Dart Engine Program
along with GE Aviation Fuel Systems in support
of the BAE Systems Hawk and T45 Goshawk
programs.
ADS also distributes on behalf of the Triumph
Group who have now become part of Ontic.









Fuel Amplifiers
Fuel Tank Units
Fuel Gauges
Desynn Indications
Rolls Royce Dart Engine Spares
Blade, Nozzle Guide Vanes, Bearings
Full Dart Engine Component Capabilities

Licensees

- OEM Partners
ADS distributes Curtis Wright (ex-Penny & Giles) parts
specifically for the BAE Hawk and T45 End Users globally.
One of the benefits of ADS being authorised to distribute
for Curtiss Wright is, with the legacy parts supply at our
disposal and obtaining the customers yearly forecasts, we
can stock parts in advance of orders annually.

ADS also improves customer service levels and absorbs some
of the more painful terms and conditions on behalf of Curtiss
Wright, whilst still maintaining Curtiss’s standard T&Cs between
ADS and Curtiss Wright.

- OEM Partners
SBR (Southbourne Rubber) is a long
established UK manufacturer of precision
and industrial rubber mouldings,
grommets, O-rings, bondings, washers,
seals, gaskets, extrusions and sheeting.
SBR appointed ADS as their exclusive
distributor for India in support of Indian

Air Force, Navy and Hindustan Aeronautics
Ltd. These consumable parts are used on
a variety of platforms like BAE Hawk, Jaguar
also India’s indigenous platforms Cheetah/
Chetak, ALH, LCA amongst many others.

Dawin Friction appointed ADS as their
worldwide, exclusive distributor for the BAE
Hawk brake parts (segment rotors, pads etc.).
These consumable parts can be purchased for
very competitive prices with shorter leadtimes
than alternate sources.

- OEM Partners
The Mel Group provides leading
solutions to the aerospace and defence
industries in the UK and worldwide.
Their capabilities range from Design,
Manufacture of Ground Support
Equipment, Airborne life support
Components to the Repair and Overhaul
of Civil and Military Aerospace and
Defence products.

Mel Group appointed ADS as their exclusive
distributor for India in support of Indian Air
Force, Indian Navy and Hindustan Aeronautics
Ltd. These products include Pilot Life Support
equipment such as oxygen breathing accessories
and also ground support equipment.

ADS distributes to India on behalf of Ateliers
de la Haute Garonne (AHG) who manufacture
hardware to French and German standards
for example bolts, screws and rivets amongst
others. ADS holds a variety of inventory in
preparation for our customer’s demands.

ATELIERS DE LA HAUTE-GARONNE
FA S T E N I N G P E R F O R M A N C E T O I N N O VAT I O N

- OEM Partners
In addition to our primary OEM
agreements and relationships, ADS
also partners alongside these OEM’s
for specific customer programs which
enables the fast supply of certified OEM
parts including preferential product
pricing.

CFS
AERO

- Military
Military performance is paramount
in the minds of all those associated
with Government Defence
departments. So it is crucial that
your source of product supply and
support service is one you can
trust and rely on.

ADS supplies a full global
parts and spares support
service for all military aircraft,
ensuring that defence departments
worldwide are able to maintain a high level of
military capability at all times.

Our extensive range
of services and indepth product
understanding, as
well as offering through our
(OEM) partnerships, many beneficial
financial packages.

- Civil Aviation
The Civil Aviation Industry goes on demanding ever
increasing standards in service and performance
capabilities.
Both airlines and private owners are increasingly
under pressure to supply serviceable fleets at all
times if they are to remain in the skies, and be cost
effective in a new age of customer service.

For over 30 years ADS has
delivered a QUALITY ASSURED service throughout
the Aerospace industry.

ADS is able to provide TFE731 spares, which are used on a number of
different aircraft types, like the Cessna Citation (shown here).
ADS holds stock of a number of parts which are required in order to
support the repair and overhaul process, offering short leadtimes and
competitive pricing.

- Defence ... where sup ply is Critical & Specific
To keep your defence capabilities at the
cutting edge ... it is essential that your supply
line is from a reputable leader in the aviation
industry ... ADS guarentees critical, on time
supply.

 Naval Ship Spares
 VHF / HF / UHF Radio’s / Satcom
 Radar Systems

 Communications Networks
 GPS & Global Navigation Systems
 Land & Maritime Satellite Communications

 TALIN - Inertial Land Navigation Family
 HUMS - Health and Usage Monitoring

- Equipment ... Life Support & Safety
Life support is a vital part of the aviation
industry. ADS supports this crucial supply
with over 30 years experience... guarenteeing
you the right product... at the right time...
anywhere across the world.

MEL Aviation







Pilot Oxygen Masks
Pressure Regulators
Transducers
Inflation Valve
Helmet Headset
Pilot: Suits / Gloves / Helmets

Saffran Aero Safety Systems







Pilot Safety Harness / Belt
Hoist Belts
Parachutes / Brake Parachutes
Fire Extinguishers
Aviation First Aid Kits
Rafts and Survival Equipment

- Maintenance ... Repai r & Overhaul (MRO)
Engine Spares Capability
ADS manages a number of Maintenance and
Repair contracts for Government based end
users. ADS ensures that the process is smooth
and programmed deliveries are made on time.










Dart
Artouste
Arriel
TFE 731
TPE 331
Gem / Gnome
Adour
Viper / Orpheus








HTF 7000 / 900
CTS 800
F124 / F125
T53
LTS 101
ALF 502 / LF 507

- Ground Support Equipment
ADS today can provide Airport Authorities
and Ground Support companies that need
essential equipment, products and spares
to effectively service individual aircraft,
airlines and airports around the world.
Ground support service covers thousands
of products including; air traffic control,

radar equipment, airport fire safety,
runway maintenance, vehicle support,
cargo handling equipment ... plus
many other items needed on a daily
basis to ensure the efficient running of
international airports worldwide.














Air Starter Unit
Ground Power Unit
Oxygen - Nitrogen Cart
Wheels & Brakes Charger
Aircraft Starter Units
Transformer Rectifier Units
Battery Ramp Carts
Trolley Cabin Pressure Unit 415V
Recorder Test and Ground Equipment
Hydraulic Maintenance Lifts
Maintenance Stand
Towbars

- Consumables ... the Nuts & Bolts of the Industry
We have vast experience in the nuts and
bolts of the aviation industry, for fast
moving consumable replacement parts.
We have extensive stock & sourcing ability
due to our close relationships with leading
manufacturers.










Special Fasteners
Lubricants
Oils / Paints / Thinners
Adhesives / Sealants / Tapes
Pressure Sensitive Tape
Epoxy
Hardeners
Electical Wiring
Harnesses / Looms

 Electrical Connectors, Contacts,
Relays, Switches, Terminals,
Sockets, Wiring, Transformers,
Invertors, Resistors,
Capacitors, I.C’s Support
 Screws, Nuts, Bolts, Rivets,
Bearings, Shims, Washers,
Gaskets, O-Rings, Spacers, Split
Pins, Seals, Clamps, Filters

- Global Database
Global product information is essential in the
Aerospace industry where aircraft down-time is
a very costly problem for your business... this is
why technical product understanding coupled
with the knowledge of where to get the right
spare products, at the right price, is paramount,
if you wish to keep your aircraft in the skies.

With over 30 years of product expertise coupled
with one of the most advanced computer
information systems that allows us to trace all
western equipment, including a product history
and cross reference for both part and NATO
stock numbers, plus all technical data that can
be provided.

Also our fast global product database system allows
you to check if we are holding a specific part or if we
can source it for you through our global network.
ADS has been supplying all of our global customers,
a fast efficient product service across diverse Military
and Civil Aerospace requirements.

https://aviationdefence.co.uk

Visit our website

Visit our Parts Portal

ESSENTIAL SERVICE & SUPPLY
Sourcing and traceability of global (OEM) parts
Procurement for all areas of the aerospace industry
Repairs and Overhaul service
Specialising in avionics, electronics and airframe spares
Ground equipment supply and support

Engines and equipment
Product supply & support for Airwings and Armies worldwide
Safety and security equipment supply
All documents and licenses processed
Customs and security clearances obtained worldwide

ADS - A Quality Assured Global Service

Visit our website

Download a .pdf
version of our brochure

ADS - Aviation & Defence Spares Ltd.

ADS - Aviation & Defence Spares Inc.

Unit 2/3, Branksome Business Park, Bourne Valley Road, Poole, Dorset
BH12 1DW, United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0) 1202 768667 | Fax: +44 (0) 1202 768664
rfq@aviationdefence.co.uk | www.aviationdefence.co.uk

3411 Silverside Road, Tatnall Building #104, Wilmington
New Castle County, 19810, Delaware, USA
Tel: +1 302-498-9446
rfq@aviationdefence.com| www.aviationdefence.com

